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RECOLLECTIONS OF A SEPTUAGENARIAN*
By

RABBI WILLIAM G. (GERSHON ZEV)

BRAUDE

Part 2
A T T E M P T S TO L E A D A CONGREGATION, TO F I G H T FOR

CAUSES,

AND STUDY T O R A H

At the installation in 1932 the magic presence of Henry Englander, 1 the
talk I gave, my youthful eagerness apparently "electrified" the Congregation, many of whom felt that my coming heralded a revival of its spirit—a
kind of new beginning in the 78th year of the Congregation's existence. With
all the enthusiasm of youth, I set out at once to "do" things.
But before recounting what I "did," or endeavored to "do," it may be of
interest to tell about my living quarters.
My first home in Providence was in an apartment house at 90 Whitmarsh
Street. Being very close to the old Temple Beth-El on Broad Street, the
location seemed ideal. The tenants in the apartment house were elderly
people who at first rejoiced at the arrival of a rabbi in their midst. Within a
few months, however, the Armenian proprietor, a Mr. Williams, called on
me, and after hemming and hawing, said that the neighbors were unhappy
with me and would I move elsewhere. Why was I asked to leave? Because I
disturbed the peace at night walking to and fro in my apartment as I
memorized my sermons, all of which were written out in full, so that
rehearsing them took considerable time, and understandably distressed those
below my apartment.
Fortunately Mattie Pincus (1881-1954), who lived a block down the same
street, came to the rescue of the new rabbi so soon declared non grata. Her
father, Newman Pincus, secretary of the Congregation and Civil War
veteran, had just died, leaving her and her mother Adelaide with limited
means in a house bigger than they needed. So with an eye on me as tenant,
she rebuilt her dwelling into two adjoining apartments, one of which was to
become "the parsonage." Mattie was a woman of great energy and even
greater soul. She worked as a bookkeeper at Greene Anthony, a wholesale
shoe firm, and gave all her spare time to the Congregation. She preserved its
records. It was she who had bound and kept the Organ, the Temple Bulletin,
which Rabbi David Blaustein (1866-1912) started in 1895, and edited with
such skill that to this day it could serve as a model for editors of temple
bulletins throughout the country. She ran the Temple Alumnal Association,
a youth group; she served as volunteer librarian; she gave a hand in the
religious school, whose expenditures and enrollment she meticulously kept.
She aspired to serve on the Congregation's board, but in those days being a
woman and possessed of no wealth, that honor was not given her.
During the years Henry Englander was rabbi of the Congregation, she
was in her twenties and, I believe, fell in love with the young Henry, a love
•Henry Englander, who served as Rabbi of Temple Beth-El, Providence between 1905 and
1910, was instrumental in my coming to Providence and installed me as Rabbi 18 October 1932.
See RIJH Notes, November 1981.
*The essay benefited greatly from the editorial reading and counsel of my wife, of my friend
Dr. Seebert J. Goldowsky, and my son Prof. Benjamin Meir Braude. Part 1 appeared in RIJH
Notes, 8:345-372, (No. 3) Nov. 1981.
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he did not reciprocate, but which she continued to cherish. Then when he
came to Providence to install me and told her, "You take care of this boy,"
she did so to the last day of her life. She died shortly before the dedication of
the Temple on Orchard Avenue, about which she dreamt for years.
Mattie took Henry Englander's "You take care of this boy" so seriously
that she and her mother Adelaide would hover over me, frequently inviting
me to meals, and overseeing all sorts of household chores in my two-room
menage, and did not bat an eyelash when they found books in the
refrigerator, or in the kitchen cabinets.
Through all the years that followed I shared with Mattie the problems I
had; and she, in her unostentatious way, sought to relieve my burdens. It is
no exaggeration that but for her, I might not have been able to cope with the
difficulties I was to face in the years that followed.
The first task I set for myself was to get to know the people of the
Congregation. Although at that time a Chevrolet cost only $600,1 could not
afford to purchase one. My salary of $4000 a year had to be used in part to
help my mother and sister, and relatives in Palestine. So having decided to
call on and get to know each and every member of the Congregation I set
out on street cars, or on foot, frequently trudging through the streets of the
East Side. One night, what began as a mild snowfall turned into a blizzard.
As I was looking for shelter somewhere, the sight of a mezuzah on a
doorpost encouraged me to ring the bell. In these days of securitymindedness, something is still to be said for the mezuzah whose case
ensheathing it, bears the legend VK")®"5 m i l 1 ? ! 1Q1Q7 , "He who guards
Israel's doors". The door opened. Banice and Laura Feinberg* received
me warmly. I can still remember how my eyes were drawn to a set of Talmud
lining the wall in their living room.
My pastoral tour elicited a favorable response, and for some time many
people came to Sabbath eve services. My being new was, of course, also
helpful. I felt that good turnouts should continue, and that a brief decree
from me printed in the Temple Bulletin, "Friday night was Temple night",
would clinch the matter. It did not quite happen that way. Before long I
heard that on a Friday night there had taken place a big dinner party, hosted
by two monied men of the congregation, one of whom had been on the
search committee which brought me to Beth-El. I called him first to ask him
not to plan parties on a Friday night in the future. He was non-committal,
but polite. The second unceremoniously told me to mind my own business.
Undaunted by the rebuff I set out to "do" other things, which should not
have surprised people, because I declaimed about them in the inaugural talk
*Dr. and Mrs. Banice Feinberg
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(18 October, 1932). In it, among other assertions of faith, I said, "All Jews
are held together by invisible and enduring bonds that make Israel a people
eternal."
Well, one of these bonds is the Jewish calendar. The passionate
determination to preserve it is recorded in documents as ancient as the Dead
Sea Scrolls. Accordingly, Beth-El's practice of holding confirmation services
on the Sunday before or after Shavuot seemed to threaten disunity among
our people. And so I began to plead that confirmation be held on the day the
Festival fell. Though at the time my reputation was high, neither the
president nor the board would introduce the change I requested, but put it
up to the Congregation's annual meeting. The good sense of the
Congregation moved them to accept my plea. Ever since 1934, confirmation
at Beth-El has been held on Shavuot, now the prevailing pattern in Reform
congregations throughout the land.
Later, when once again a few parents sought to bring confirmation to the
Sunday nearest Shavuot, I discovered that there was a clause in the
constitution of the Congregation requiring that confirmation be held on
Shavuot, a clause which no one seemed to be aware of. It was good to learn
that in its early days our Congregation was closer to the tradition than some
of our officers realized.
Shavuot was at least given a courteous bow. But Purim was regarded as a
barbaric observance. One very fine lady argued that "in this day and age
someone like Haman who would set out to destroy the entire Jewish people
was inconceivable." The lady's remark was made with Hitler already ruler of
Germany. Tu Bishvat, Jewish Arbor Day, being connected with Palestine,
was contraband, if not out-and-out trafe, a "no-no." The calendar of the
National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods of the 1930s, if I remember
correctly, listed neither Purim nor Tu Bishvat. When I suggested in a letter to
the Executive Secretary that the two days be included, I received a frigid
reply. The present Sisterhood's calendar, I am glad to say, lists all special
days in the Jewish year.
During the years that followed, not only Shavuot, but Sabbath morning
services, all evening and morning Festival services, even Rosh Hodesh, New
Moon, became part of the congregational calendar. In 1943,1 attempted to
have Tu Bishvat and Lag Bo-omer, the Scholars' Festival, made more of
through public observances (see page 434).
Since the seventh of November 1955 we have had a daily minyan, meeting
even when blizzards struck. The Gabbai1 of the minyan was Robert
2

The volunteer in charge of the daily services.
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Hochberg (1903-1982). Its Gabbai rishon3 was Abraham Adelman
(1911- ).
In my inaugural talk I spoke of "the ideals of lore and learning that have
ever been luminous in the darkest of centuries." Well, in practical terms it
meant that a congregation is to have a Jewish library.
Beth-El did have a library. It was founded in 1892 by Rabbi David
Blaustein and Mattie Pincus, but it was in a state of neglect, its relatively few
items of Judaica being overwhelmed by castoff sets of public school
textbooks, of the Rover Boys, Horatio Alger, and such. Without asking
permission from anybody, Mrs. George Nathanson, president of the
Sisterhood, and I went through the shelves and discarded all volumes
extraneous to a Jewish library. All such books we distributed among rural
libraries, or turned over to the State Board of Education. Feverishly, I set
about building up the collection. Thus, in the 1930s, when the Soncino
translation of the Talmud began to appear, I remember standing on a
Sunday morning in front of the Temple soliciting from parents or
grandparents ten dollar contributions—ten dollars was the cost of each of
the volumes.
To enlarge the library, I conceived a three-fold barter: Beth-El had a
surplus of ordinary Judaica, which Brown University did not possess.
Brown had a surplus of books on science and biology which Yeshiva College
in New York did not possess.. Yeshiva had a surplus of certain Hebrew
books which Beth-El did not possess (in fact Beth-El had no Hebrew books).
So with me at the wheel of my car, which, by this time I acquired, Beth-El's
books went to Brown, Brown's books to Yeshiva, and Yeshiva's books to
Beth-El.
Whenever something which I regarded as particulary un-Jewish occurred
in the Congregation, I let off steam by buying Hebrew books for the library.
In this connection, not only Hebrew books were of concern to me, but
also Hebrew names for our people, giving such names to newly born
children when named during the Friday night service—a practice now
widely observed. In the school we began calling children by their Hebrew
names.
Through the years the people of Beth-El have been very good in
contributing to the library, which now numbers approximately 21,000
volumes, arid is said to be the foremost congregational library in the United
States. Our library's resources are made use of throughout the state and in
nearby Massachusetts.
3

The gabbai's first aide.
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Beth-El has been fortunate in having as its librarian, Maryland Estes
(1912- ) who served for twenty-six years. An Episcopalian, she learned
enough Hebrew to handle Hebrew books so well that Orthodox Rabbis
consulted her concerning them. Because her capacity to locate any volume
in the library was uncanny, I took to calling her 007, the code number for
the secret agent in James Bond movies.
My personal library also deserves mention. In 1945, when we moved from
160 Brown Street to our own home on 93 Arlington Avenue, the collection
had become so large that it could no longer be accommodated in one room.
So we broke down a partition on the third floor, built bookcases in the
interior of the enlarged space, and what was left of the walls was panelled
with California redwood and birch. Presently the collection spread into the
hallway, then into another room, and into what had been a storage area,
even into drawers in which cloth and linen used to be kept. The entire third
floor is now library, all of it—books, pamphlets, periodicals, offprints and
separata numbering well over eight thousand items—catalogued. Our
youngest son, Daniel4 (1948- ), arranged in alphabetical order by title the
piles and piles of sermons given during forty-two years at Beth-El. They are
now in cardboard boxes, readily accessible to anyone hardy enough to wish
a repeat.
In my inaugural talk I pledged loyalty to the people of Israel "whatever
they be, whether adorned with patriarchal beards or clean of visage."
Among other things I took this to mean reaffirming that Yiddish, not
infrequently treated as a stepchild, was bone of our bones and flesh of our
flesh; it meant reaching out to our Orthodox brethren; it meant also
avowing Zionism and working for its goals.
By way of reaffirming Yiddish, I subscribed to a Yiddish newspaper and
was not self-conscious about reading it while traveling on street cars. In my
sermons at Beth-El, I frequently used Yiddish expressions, and to make a
point, even sang Yiddish ditties. Yiddish flowed naturally from my being,
and so I resorted to it to add color and drama to my talks. Many members
of the Congregation loved it because Yiddish evoked precious memories. To
those who objected, it meant an unwelcome reminder of the poverty and
humiliation which Yiddish represented to them. In Israel, I might interject,
there had been at one time a comparable rejection of Yiddish—a rejection
so sharp that it gave rise to an eerie kind of story: A Jew with a long beard
was admonishing children for violating the Sabbath,
" n a t f T'K 0 3 L ? n "Children, it is the Sabbath." Whereto the
children responded, " H ' " l a y "131 , ' 1 1 " "Goy, speak Hebrew."
4

He attended Providence Hebrew Day School, Barnard, Hope High, and received his B.A.
from Curry College.
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Apropos, Saul Bellow's literary distinction stems in part from his
incorporating Yiddish vocabulary and locutions into his writing, even in his
speech. When I met him some years ago, I realized that whenever Bellow
encountered a Yiddish speaking person, he buttonholed him and spoke to
him only in Yiddish the rest of the evening.
The second day of Rosh Hashanah I used to attend Orthodox
synagogues, and now and then lectured from their pulpits in Yiddish. Such
activities likewise troubled those people in the Congregation, who, as
already stated, regarded Yiddish as declasse.
Yiddish—to interject what was to happen—now a martyred language, is
no longer declasse. The Yiddish anthem of Concentration Camps
13K1 lOSy 1 ? D5H D O " l 1 1 T K - V K a a * » D " » 3 lNT,"Youmust
not say that you now walk the final way," is now part of the Yom Kippur
afternoon service in the Gates of Repentance,5
In those days brotherhoods of Reform congregations liked confrontations
of Reform, Orthodox and Conservative Rabbis meeting on a dais and
setting forth the elements which set them apart. I resisted suggestions for
such meetings, feeling instinctively the need to assert Israel's commonalty—
Kelal Yisrael, our people's togetherness.
Through the years I felt that Temple Beth-Israel on Niagara Street and
Temple Emanuel on Morris Avenue were collaborators and not
competitors, that Conservative arid Reform congregations and their rabbis
should work together—should be partners, not rivals.
I affirmed Zionist convictions, and at services that called for the anthem,
had the Hatikvah 6 sung, causing displeasure among those in the
Congregation, one of them a president, who a few years later wanted to start
a local chapter of the American Council of Judaism. 7 It took considerable
effort to persuade him and his followers to desist from such an attempt, one
which I regarded as divisive and dangerous for Kelal Yisrael, Israel's unity. I
would add that the first time I had the Hatikvah sung in Beth-El on Broad
Street I thought the walls of the structure were shaking.
In my inaugural address I pledged "my loyalty to the traditions of our
people . . . to the customs and practices that have ever been our ethnic and
ethical integrators."
Well, among other tasks, this meant Judaizing or Hebraizing the music of
the service, which needed it badly, as I was to discover when soon after my
5

Central Conference of American Rabbis, (New York, 5738/1978), p. 441)
The song expressing the hope of return to the Holy Land. N o w Israel's National Anthem.
7
An anti-Zionist organization founded in 1942 by a group of Reform rabbis.

6
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arrival I visited the choir loft. I was appalled by its collection of music, made
up in the main of anthems with "Jesus, Son of God" crossed out and "our
Father in heaven" written in. For the High Holidays, Sigmund
Schlesinger's8 German Protestant music flavored by tunes from Italian
operas was the mainstay.
I turned for counsel to Rabbi Jacob Singer9 (1883-1964) of Chicago, with
whom I spent an entire day. It was he who introduced me to the High
Holiday music of Edward Stark10 with "Cantor solos, form and choruses
based upon traditional themes" (A.Z. Idelsohn, Jewish Music [New York,
1929], p. 326).
In 1943 we engaged Heinrich Schalit (1886-1976), renowned composer of
Synagogue music, as Director of the choir, and after a period of intense and
at times bitter struggle, the cantorate was restored to Beth-El's
congregational worship. Before we engaged a cantor, we had Wileen Taber11
(1933- ) chant the blessings over the Lulab and Esrog,12 and Fred
Pinkney, a Jew, chant the Kiddush13 on Friday nights and the Kol Nidre on
Yom Kippur.
It should be noted that in its early days, the Congregation had a chazzan
or cantor. But during the days of extreme Reform, in Providence as
elsewhere, cantorial music and the chanting of Scripture came to be
regarded as alien, and were abandoned. For quite a number of years I
pressed for the restoration of the cantorate.
The matter was brought up at the 105th annual meeting, Sunday, 1 May
1960. As a result of my brother-in-law's, Archie Finkelstein's (1915- ), and
Robert Hochberg's telephoning to alert those who wanted a cantor (or
wanted to have me remain with the Congregation) to come to the meeting,
the turnout was the largest in Beth-El's history—standing room only.
During the meeting, one of the opponents, seeing that those present were
likely to vote for having a cantor, suggested that the issue be decided by a
mail vote. Thereupon, Sylvia (1914- ), Archie's wife, stood up and said: "I
don't pray by mail, and I don't want to vote for a cantor by mail." Following
8

(1835-1906). He served forty years as organist and choir-leader of the congregation Shaarei
Shomayim in Mobile, Alabama.
' H e was then chairman of the music committee of the Central Conference of American
Rabbis.
10
( 1863-1918). In 1893 he became cantor of Temple Emanuel in San Francisco, where he
served for about twenty years.
" N o w Mrs. Martin Coyne.
,2
Palm branch and citron used during the Feast of Tabernacles, Sukkot.
13
The "hallowing" of a festal day which is uttered together with blessings over wine and
bread.
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a vigorous and prolonged debate, the Congregation voted to restore the
cantorate.
Among the cantors engaged, Norman Gewirtz (1922- ), who served
fourteen years, was outstanding. A man of great soul, he won the hearts of
people, young and old alike. In 1976 he left for aliyyah, migration to Israel.
Apropos "the customs and practices that have been our ethnic and ethical
integrators," I would mention the growing number of weddings where the
groom and the bride are seated on chairs, which are lifted up and carried
about by young men, while the wedding guests clap their hands and dance
around them to the accompaniment of music. The newly married couple are
given a white handkerchief, which they hold between them. This practice,
known as t h e f 3KO y1?* ""270K3, or "dance of the kerchief," goes back to
the fourth century C.E.14 The "dance of the kerchief' breathes a kind of
chastity and restraint which may well account for its growing popularity.
More on "customs and practices": In the course of a sermon, a
predecessor of mine, pointing to the tefillin, phylacteries, which he brought
to the pulpit, characterized them as "the junk of the ages." Apparently his
words evoked no protest. But the mood has changed greatly since then. The
"junk of the ages" has come alive in the New Union Prayer Book, where the
pertinent benedictions are provided for those who wear tefillin.15
In my inaugural talk I pledged loyalty "to the conceptions of justice and
righteousness, which have ever been the foes of oppression and misdoing."
In the 1930s, I was captivated by Gandhi, and became an ardent pacifist. I
failed to understand that, whereas Gandhi confronted the British Raj,
which, despite backslidings, remained civilized, we Jews and the world
confronted the German Nazi, cruel and committed to denial of all precepts
of behavior associated with the word "civilization." And so, in my callow
pacifism, I did foolish things. Thus, I opposed the call by Jewish
organizations to declare a boycott against Germany, asserting that such a
boycott was an act of war. I wrote to Dieckhoff, the Nazi ambassador in
Washington, saying that unless his government would relent in its hostility
to Jews I might advise my friends not to use the German liner, the Bremen. I
was naive enough to believe that my pebbles of disapproval might move the
Nazi monster.
In those days I was intimately associated with liberal ministers such as
Everett M. Baker (1901-1950), a Unitarian, Arthur E. Wilson (1902- ), a
Congregationalist, and Robert H. Schacht (1903-78), a Unitarian, and
14
15

See B. Ketubot I7a.
See Gates of Prayer (New York 5735/1975), pp. 48-49.
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Jewish and Quaker ladies in promoting pacifism and "social justice," as it
was then called.
We were in the midst of the depression, and our small group clamored for
increased support for the poor. In 1939 we founded the Providence Urban
League—I became its Vice President—and on my own I went from office to
office, from bank to bank, from hospital to hospital, pleading that Negroes
be engaged for tasks other than those that are menial. To little avail.
Our Rhode Island Council for Peace Action,16 with Irwin M. Tobin
(1913-82) its unusually able executive director, felt that we, our small group
of well-meaning ladies—Therese Wachenheimer (7-1954) and the Chase
sisters—and ministers, could halt the revving up of the engines of war.
A few years later in an anguished sermon entitled "Confessions in a Grave
Hour," I recanted my pacifism, and in 1939 or 1940 endeavored to enlist in
the Navy as a chaplain. I still recall the advice given me by chaplain Samuel
Soskin (7-1970), a good friend, who accompanied me to the medical
examiner's office in the huge Third Naval District Headquarters on the
lower East Side of New York. With his characteristic smile, he said: "Bill,
why do you want to join the Navy? You stay home and study." In the event,
the medical examiner rejected me because of my severe myopia.
When the refugees began coming to Providence, I threw myself into the
work of providing all kinds of help for them. The morning after 10
November 1938, Crystal Night,17 I all but ran for a week or so, from one
office to another, from one store to another, trying to get people to sign
affidavits of support for families clamoring to flee the Nazi death trap. I
remember almost forcing my way past the mistress secretary of the owner of
the largest department store in Rhode Island, who had the gall to refuse to
sign such an affidavit. He claimed he had to sign affidavits for members of
his own family. Later I was to learn that he evaded even that obligation.
Thank God, all others whom I approached responded promptly and
generously.
To counteract the horror of Crystal Night, the congregation set aside a
Friday night to welcome the new arrivals. A few minutes before the service
was to begin, the man who was then president of the Congregation rushed
into the small—so-called—Rabbi's study in the rear of the synagogue, and
in a stentorian voice demanded: "Did you tell those people that they could
wear hats?" It was like being asked, "When did you stop beating your
"Later named World Affairs Council of Rhode Island, which I served as president.
u
" D u r i n g that night the entire Jewish population was subjected to a reign of terror. . .
Almost every synagogue in the country was burned to the ground . . . Numbers were lynched"
(Ismar Elbogen, A Century of Jewish Life, Philadelphia, 5704/1944, pp. 663-64).
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mother?" I had no knowledge of what was going on in the synagogue.
Cowed by the bullying attack on me, I stammered whatever I stammered in
reply. That Sabbath eve was for me an eve of mourning—mourning not only
the Nazi atrocities, but mourning also the insensitivity of that man to the
feelings of our guests.
Among the refugees who became good friends there stands out Erwin
Englander (1897-1971), tall and burly, the first professing Jew to get a job at
Brown and Sharpe tool manufacturers, where he won an honorable place
for himself. He was a frequent visitor in our home. In the chess games we
played, he invariably won. Like so many natives of Vienna he at one time
hoped that his identity as a Jew would have low visibility. But after
experiencing the lacerations of Nazi terror, he changed. In his will, he wrote
"ich m'ochte nach Hause gehen,"18 and gave effect to these words by leaving
his estate to the Congregation and to Israel.
Soon after my arrival at Beth-El, I felt that the religious school should
have a full-time head, and persuaded the board to engage Mordecai I. Soloff
(1901- )19 as director of the school. Ours was the first and only midsized
congregation to have a professional director. During his two years in
Providence, he tightened discipline, introduced regular weekday instruction
in Hebrew, and began developing an orderly curriculum. Unfortunately,
while I was away during the summer, the arbitrary decision of one
individual resulted in Mordecai Soloffs abrupt dismissal. Not until my
return to Providence did I learn of it.
Many years later, I was pained to hear from Mordecai Soloff that all
along he thought I was in on the decision to dismiss him—the pain of that
dismissal is still with me.
This incident brings me to the position of the rabbi vis-a-vis the president
and the board. Within a few months after my coming to Providence, the man
who was then president let drop a hint that as president he had the right to
read in advance and presumably censor my sermons. I told him politely but
unmistakably that I rejected his notion.
That give-and-take between myself and the president on freedom of the
pulpit and incidents such as the dismissal of Mordecai Soloff led me on 26
August 1937 to set down in my diary a defiance: "Some men are determined to
possess my soul, and I shall never permit it."
In this ongoing struggle I was helped for a while by John Jacob Rosenfeld
l8

"I want to go home."
" H e later became a Rabbi, and was author of widely used textbooks, such as How the
People
1940).
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(born 1870), a friend, who in 1942 left his estate—it ultimately reached
$270,000—to the Congregation for the building of a school. The bequest
enabled my friends to rally around me, and among other things relieved me
of a president whom I found intolerable. For a spell I was allowed "to
possess my soul."
At this point it may be of interest to narrate a series of events beginning in
1937 which led to John Jacob Rosenfeld's decision to bequeath his estate to
the Congregation.
GUATEMALA AND J O H N JACOB ROSENFELD'S BEQUEST

Through the years, Pen and I traveled extensively, many times to Israel, a
few times to England and France, and I traveled to Russia and Yugoslavia.
Quite a few times, both of us were guests of our dear friends Edgar (1903- )
and Libby (1917- ) Fain in Cuernavaca, Mexico, and in Bermuda. In a
possible sequel to these recollections I hope to share in detail our
experiences during these travels. Here I will speak of my trip in the summer
of 1937 to Guatemala, a trip which may also be entitled "Guatemala, and
the Building of the Temple on Orchard Avenue."
The linking of the two may appear as bizarre as associating a camel with
Indian pudding. But in God's strange ways, it so came about that my trip to
Guatemala was an incident which seventeen years later had a significant role
in the building of the new Temple on Orchard Avenue.
Here is how it came about.
In 1936 after Mordecai Soloff was asked to leave, Mattie Pincus took
over the running of the school. But I kept pressing for a full-time director.
Albert Bilgray (1910- ), who in 1937 had completed a term as rabbi in
Springfield, Ohio, decided he wanted to devote himself altogether to
education, and was willing to come to Beth-El for something like $3500. The
Board voted him in. In that year I completed my Ph.D. dissertation and was
so tired that I decided not to stay for the conferring of post-graduate degrees
at Brown University but instead to take a cruise on a Grace Liner—a
beautiful ship and luxurious, too luxurious for my taste. So when we got to
San Jose, Guatemala, I "jumped ship," and spent the first night in a tin hut,
sleeping on a hard pallet.
That night a mistral, a violent storm, blew up. But such is the magic of
youth—I slept through till dawn only to be awakened occasionally by a
particularly loud blast of thunder. A Guatemalan whom I met on the ship
was to give me a ride to Guatemala City, the capital. En route we stopped at
a "finca," a coffee plantation, where I shared a meal with the owners. When
I requested cream and sugar for the coffee that was served with much elan,
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the disapproval around the table was perceptible. In a coffee plantation in
Guatemala, one drinks one's coffee black!
As soon as I got to Guatemala City I sought out the few Jews there, who
told me of their heroic efforts to bring together the Sephardi and Ashkenazi
people in the community, and build a synagogue. A young man named
Newman drove me to Chichicastenango, market center for Quiche Maya
Indian villages, where I was shown the El Calvario Church, whose front
bench was regularly occupied by young boys, every one of whom was named
"Jesus." "Why Jesus?" "Because the identity of the man who begot them was
unknown." According to rumor, the local priest fathered all the children on
the church's front bench. In Central America at that time concubinage was
not uncommon among the lower Catholic clergy.
After a week or so in Guatemala, I got back to a less luxurious liner which
brought me to California, where Hans Lewy, who taught mathematics at
Berkeley, was my host. Hans Lewy, formerly a dozent at the University of
Gottingen, left Germany in 1933, and received an appointment at Brown
University. During World War II he served in a highly secret project at the
Aberdeen Proving Grounds. He and I, both bachelors, became good friends,
and he invited me to stay with him in his beautiful home perched high up
above Berkeley. Through him I met a professor of mathematics whose
father was a Chinese laundryman, addicted to the use of opium. When the
father realized that his son had great promise, and that he, the father, did
not have the means to send him through school, he gave up the opium habit,
and with the money saved was able to provide the means required. But the
sudden abandonment of opium cut short the father's life.
Through Lewy I also met Isaiah Lepkovsky, greatly gifted in the study of
food—he, I was told, isolated a vitamin. When asked what one should eat,
he would reply, "Eat what you like."
I was having a good time in Berkeley and nearby San Francisco when a
telegram came from the man then president of the Congregation: "Come
back. We cannot engage Bilgray. There is no money."
It was still July. But I cut my vacation short and returned to Providence.
In later years I was to realize that the telegram may have been prompted not
so much by lack of money as by the feeling that the rabbi had studied
enough and should get down to "nuts-and-bolts," to running the school.
Besides, what business does the rabbi have with the dolce vita on Grace
Liners, and with lolling about in Calfornia? Be that as it may, I returned to
Providence, where I pointed out that Rabbi Bilgray had completed his plans
to move, and that asking him not to come in effect violated a contract.
So at a special meeting of the Religious School Committee, I was given
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permission to attempt raising the sum of money needed. At the meeting,
Adolf Meller (1900-65), Samuel Kaplan (1890-1972), Harry M. Myers
(1900-65), and I pledged a certain sum of money between us.
The next morning the first person I called on was John Jacob Rosenfeld,
whose sister Estelle Einstein was a precious friend. It was she who said to
me, "Now, rabbi, next time you need anything just go to my brother. You
ask him. He'll give it to you."
It was the first time I stepped into his modest office. He received me
cordially. I did not know him well at the time. I did not know whether I
could interest him in the school. And so I let go with all the fire I had. I told
him of my dream of a good school, yes, a great school with adequate
supervision and competent instruction. I spoke of a school building, a
meeting house where the facilities and the quarters would be so attractive
that children could not resist the temptation of coming regularly and gladly.
He said very little at the end of my outburst. He smiled pleasantly and said:
"Yes, yes, I'll be glad to contribute. How much would you like to have?" I
mentioned the sum. He nodded. Within a few days we received his check.
This call at his office took place about a year after his delicate and beloved
wife, Elizabeth Mary Eberhardt, had passed away. Her death was a
devastating shock to him. He was bedridden for a few months. I visited him
often, sought to comfort him.
My visit at his office provided the first opportunity for speaking of
matters other than his great sorrow. After that, I called often. Each time he
inquired about the school. Gradually this taciturn man began to talk. He
told me stories of political life, of buccaneering gerrymanders and bold
maneuvers. He told me of the early days of men now prominent in state and
city government. We did not always agree in our politics.
Sometimes I met ex-big-wigs of the state government and the Republican
Party at his home. One evening there was a man from West Greenwich and
another from Westerly. Their conversation had a strong Rhode Island
flavor, as unmistakable as South County johnny cakes. It was an
unforgettable evening, rich in many yarns.
But generally he and I were alone. After a while, as the deaths of his two
sisters brought us even closer together, he began talking of his childhood.
He spoke of the severity of his grandfather, Rabbi Abraham Jacobs, whose
photograph now hangs in the Temple library, of the tenderness of his
grandmother, of the understanding of Anna Rosenfeld, his mother. He
spoke of the Hebrew which he learned in Sabbath School days. He very
proudly confided that although a bit rusty, he still followed the Hebrew
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prayers easily. He rarely spoke of our house of worship as a Temple. He
generally called it a "shul."
Sometimes he spoke of his hardships as a young man, of his days as a cub
reporter, of the elevator accident which almost ended his life, of his
experience as managing editor of the Providence Journal. He spoke little of
himself as the maker of men in political life.
He displayed ever greater interest in the life of the Congregation. I told
him my disappointments as well as my occasional triumphs. He listened
keenly. Sometimes a quick smile lit up his imperturbable face. When he
spoke, he uttered penetrating judgments of men and affairs in the
Congregation. While unlike in our politics, we were at one in our views of
congregational life.
I cannot recall how we came specifically to the subject of a school
building. I vaguely remember that we once, spoke of the inadequacies of wills
left by men in our community. I ventured, quite timidly, to utter the hope
that someone some day might provide an adequate school building. He was
interested. At later meetings, I came back to the subject. His interest was
unmistakable. I never asked him in so many words to do it. But there
developed a silent understanding that he was going to do it.
In 1941, after my wife and I returned from Mexico, he invited me to call
on him at his office. He asked a few direct questions involving his will. He
asked how much the erection of a school building cost. I mentioned a
minimum sum. He answered quietly, "I think I can manage it." Since that
conversation, I never again spoke to him about his will or about money.
I come now to the link between Guatemala and the Temple on Orchard
Avenue. Had I not gone to Guatemala the officers might not have become
indignant about my taking off, the money for Rabbi Bilgray's salary would
have been provided in the normal way, I would not have gone to see John
Jacob Rosenfeld, and he might not have left the bulk of his estate for the
building of the school. His bequest in 1942 no doubt inspired Alphonse
Joseph Lederer to do likewise in 1946. The two bequests provided the major
portion of the money spent for the land and the construction of the Temple
complex on Orchard Avenue.
A word about Albert Bilgray, who was to serve in Providence for seven
years. He was able, conscientious, and gentle. He was the only rabbi to serve
as president of the Rhode Island Association of Ministers.
While serving as educational director at Beth-El, Rabbi Bilgray concluded
that his true wish was to become again a pulpit rabbi. It is too bad that in
1937 the congregation had perhaps no more than 250 families, and
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needed a rabbi and an educational director, but not two pulpit rabbis.
Besides, I had neither the wisdom nor the experience to cope with the new
situation. Nevertheless, he and I remained good friends. He went to
McKeesport, Pennsylvania, then to Tucson, where he was instrumental in
setting up the Department of Jewish Studies at the University of Arizona.
During the years that followed, after we moved to Orchard Avenue, the
membership of the congregation quadrupled, and we needed two rabbis. We
were fortunate in the young men who came to serve: Jerome Gurland (1932) and I became so close that when I was quoted as having said something
on a controversial matter, he would say, "I am certain Rabbi Braude did not
say it. Had he done so, I would have known about it." His presence—his tact
and understanding—helped immensely during several congregational crises.
Then, too, we not only studied Chumash and Rashi together, but also read
through the Pesikta Rabbati.20 Rabbi Gurland is now with Western New
England College.
Then Herman Blumberg (1935- ) able and loyal, resourceful and
imaginative in the school, and profoundly concerned with social issues.
Rabbi Blumberg is now with the American Jewish Committee.
Finally Leslie Y. Gutterman (1942- ) whom I met at the Hebrew Union
College in 1970, found myself captivated at once, and invited him to
Providence, and it soon became obvious that he would be my successor. His
charm, wit, and rare pastoral talent have won for him the esteem and
affection of the Congregation and of the larger community.
Each of these rabbis has been for me a source of strength and inspiration.
The companionship of friends in the Congregation, a few of whom I would
single out by name, has also meant much. Their support and understanding
heartened me in difficult days. There was, as already stated, Mattie Pincus.
There were Irving J. Fain (1906-1970), Beryl Segal (1900-1980), Abe Klein
(1894-1980), and Dr. Samuel Pritzker (1905- )—their devotion was that of
brothers. I might mention many, many other men and women whose
friendship and loyalty sustained me as I moved from controversy to
controversy. Never, never, however—even in dark days— did I doubt the
worth of the Congregation or the genuineness of its people.

20

Pesikta Rabbati is the larger collection of discourses on Scriptural readings for feasts, fasts
and special Sabbaths in the Jewish year. When its two volumes were published by the Yale
University Press, a precocious child looked at the title page, and said knowingly, "Ah, yes,
Peter Rabbit in Latin."
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PURSUING STUDY O F T O R A H IN T H E FACE O F CRITICISM,
A N D BUILDING T H E N E W TEMPLE

For a number of years certain members of the board began to be
impatient with my pursuing studies at Brown University, a matter agreed
upon at my arrival in Providence. As already stated, I was admitted to
Brown's Graduate School and for my M.A. thesis decided to go over the
secondary sources treating Jewish attitudes to converts and conversion. The
only place to do the reading required was the Library of the Divinity School
of Harvard. So during my vacation in the summer of 1933 I rented a room in
Wigglesworth Hall. I spent my days in the Divinity School Library
struggling through German essays on Jewish attitudes toward converts and
conversion—essays suffused with anti-Semitism, which indicated that
Nazism in Germany was not a Johnny-come-lately phenomenon.
I knew no one in Boston. So evenings I explored the Harvard campus.
One evening it rained, and in one of Harvard's halls there was social dancing
to the tune of "Singing in the Rain." To this day I remember the song because
in my loneliness I tried, so to speak, to "sing in the rain." It was not only
loneliness that made it necessary for me to "sing in the rain." It was also my
growing awareness that some people of the Congregation were increasingly
displeased by my obsession with studies and by what they regarded as
"truancy" from my duties as a rabbi.
So great, in fact, was the displeasure of some people that at the annual
meeting of the Congregation in 1940, the year Brown published my Ph.D.
dissertation under the title Jewish Proselyting in the First Five Centuries of
the Common Era,21 the "intolerable" president22 in his report to the
Congregation refused to make any allusion to the publication of the book,
since 1897 the first between hard covers authored by a Providence rabbi.
Even a friend's bringing over the volume to the president and showing it to
him failed to move him.
Still, despite criticism, I persisted in my studies at Brown, which proved
significant not so much in themselves, but in consequences they led to. As
already mentioned, I found myself in classrooms with Samuel Belkin (191175), who was to become president of Yeshiva University and one of my
closest friends. 22a .
2,

BrOwn University, Providence, R.I., 1940.
" H e was the one w h o demanded that the refugees remove their hats during the special Friday
night service to which they were invited. See p. 409.
" a Over the years I have sought support for the Yeshiva University which has become one of
the most distinguished Jewish institutions of higher learning in the United States. It pleased me
that in 1974 Meyer Tenenbaum (1904- ) of our congregation set up a substantial scholarship
fund at Yeshiva University in memory of his wife, Helen (1905-1973).
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Levi A. Olan, then Rabbi at Temple Emanuel in Worcester and a friend
from my days at the Hebrew Union College, also registered for a course.
From time to time we exchanged pulpits, and following the services would
arrange to meet for coffee at the Uxbridge Inn, halfway between Providence
and Worcester.
In a course on the Bible, I believe, the instructor insisted that Moses could
not possibly have written a single line in Scripture since in his day there was
not among the Hebrews knowledge of script. I objected: "But in the Book of
Judges we are told that Gideon captured a boy from among the people of
Succoth and the boy drew up a list of the officials and elders of Succoth
(Judg. 8:14). If a boy could write," I argued, "surely, one may assume, that at
the time of Moses there was a Hebrew script and that Moses knew how to use
it." I argued in vain. The instructor insisted that the story of a boy's drawing
up a list of names was either untrue or a later interpolation. In subsequent
years, inscriptions in ancient Hebrew script which were discovered in the
Sinai Peninsula indicated that at the time of Moses the Hebrew alphabet
already existed, so that he and even a youngster in Succoth could use it.
The argument with the instructor shook my faith in Biblical Criticism as
practiced in those years—skimpy attention to the text, and much theorizing
based on preconceived notions.
Nevertheless, despite my doubts about the validity of Biblical Criticism,
Robert P. Casey (1897-1959), head of the Department of Religious Studies,
appointed me lecturer in 1937 after I received my Ph.D. Pearl Finkelstein
(1917- ) registered in the elementary class in Hebrew. I first met her in
June, 1937 near the Van Wickle gate of Brown University. Her smile
captivated me at once, so that during that summer while in Guatemala I
wrote to her. On the sixteenth of September I took her to Boston for dinner
and on the eighth of December I knew that I wanted her to be my wife.
In June, 193 8 in the garden ofthehomeof her parents Joseph (1881-1960)
and Rose (1886-1978) Finkelstein in Johnston, Rhode Island, Rabbi Morris
Schussheim (1895-1970) of Temple Beth-Israel, where she was confirmed,
Rabbi Jacob K. Shankman and Rabbi Samuel Belkin officiated. As the
procession of the wedding party moved out of the house toward the tree
which was to provide the chuppah (wedding canopy), birds began to sing.
Later I was to learn that before the marriage service there was a hassle
between Schussheim, the Conservative Rabbi, and Shankman, the Reform
Rabbi, concerning certain details in the Ketubah, the marriage contract. So
I asked Belkin: "What did you say?" He replied: "I said nothing." "Why
not?", I asked. "What was the use? Neither knew what he was talking
about."
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They of course knew what they were talking about. But they were not
cognizant of the subtleties of the law which a traditional scholar like Samuel
Belkin commanded.
Even while courting Pearl, I took to calling her Peninnah (Hebrew for
"Pearl"), which I shortened to Pen. Before Kiddush (Sanctification of the
Sabbath) on Sabbath eve, when I serenade her with Eshet Chayil,23 and sing
the words "Her price is far above rubies," it is in tribute to what she has
meant to me through the years.
A year or two later, I was to meet Knute Ansgar Nelson (1906- ), a
Benedictine monk from the Portsmouth Priory, Portsmouth, Rhode Island.
When he came to my class at Brown University, he knew no Hebrew at all.
At the end of the year he mastered so much Hebrew that he was able to
memorize Pirke Abot,24 So we started the second year by reading the Book
of Psalms. I used Rashi's commentary, and Brother Ansgar would bring a
folio volume of St. Augustine. Rashi's crisp comments made St. Augustine
appear verbose.
Later Brother Caedmon Holmes (1942- ), whom Brother Ansgar taught
Hebrew, was to join us in the reading of our sacred texts. Both men are filled
with m i r i mriKT DTt^K r w - p , "Awe of God and love of Torah."
Subsequently I encountered similar reverence in Fr. Pierre Lennard, head
of the Ratisbonne Monastery in Jerusalem, who studied Talmud. At first, he
said, its passages were baffling, unintelligible. But he persisted until the
apparently disparate parts came together, and then he experienced joy—the
thrill and privilege of meaning, pellucid meaning shining forth.
What a contrast between such men and certain Jewish intellectuals who
approach our sacred texts with condescension, even contempt, dubbing
them gibberish.
My immersion in Psalms led me to give talks on them to the School for
the Jewish Woman, an ambitious venture in adult education, sponsored
jointly by Temple Beth-El and the Conservative Temple Beth-Israel.
Beneficent Congregational Church invited me to give a series on the Psalms
during Lent; and the downtown Grace Episcopal Church invited me to be
one of the Lenten noon-hour preachers—during those years a prestigious
series.
Earlier I mentioned John Jacob Rosenfeld's bequest to the Congregation
for the building of a school. His beneficence was to mean much for the
23
"A woman of valor" (Proverbs
house before Kiddush.
24
A tractate in the Mishnah.

31:10-31). The traditional tribute sung to the woman of the
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future of the Congregation, located as it was then on Broad Street in an area
from which Jews had begun to move. The new site presently acquired was
on Orchard Avenue on the East Side of Providence, which was rapidly
becoming the center of the Jewish community. At the time we decided we
had to build elsewhere, a sum even larger than Rosenfeld's had become
available from the bequest of Alphonse Joseph Lederer (1897-1946), who,
like Rosenfeld, was a close friend.
The issue we faced at the beginning was the style of architecture. The
majority of the board and I, too, felt it should be Colonial. Here my wife's
knowledge and determination were to prove decisive. Her minor at
Pembroke College in Brown University was the History of Art. She began
by persuading me that significant structures are rarely evocative or
nostalgic, but are in an idiom which is contemporary. She did more. She
went to a conference on synagogue architecture convoked in New York City
by the Union of American Hebrew Congregations. At that conference, plans
of synagogues—elevations, interiors and exteriors—were displayed. She
found Percival Goodman's (1904- ) designs most exciting. The name
Goodman was not unknown to her, since a year or so earlier Professor
Meyer Schapiro (1904- ) of Columbia University, in response to my
inquiry, had recommended him.
As she listened to the discussions, she concluded that a synagogue's facade
should not be, e.g. Colonial, with synagogue furnishings hid, so to speak,
behind. She rose up to say that a synagogue should have organic unity, so
that its exterior would reflect the activities within it.
Percival Goodman, a vigorous participant in the discussions, also
believed that a synagogue plan should provide settings for great works of art
which would reflect our religious aspirations and loyalties. He dared hope
that synagogues would commission men such as Jacques Lipchitz (18911973) and Marc Chagall (1887- ), then newly arrived from France. Percival
Goodman impressed Pen as well as A. Henry Klein (1890-1980), first vice
president of the Congregation, who accompanied her to the conference.
During Goodman's subsequent visit with the Building Plans Committee
he made a very good impression. Still, our decision to build in the
contemporary style was made final only after Albert Simonson, Professor of
Architecture at Rhode Island School of Design, advocated it before the
Board. During construction I gave counsel to the different artists. Thus I
explained to Ibram Lassaw (1913- ) that the two pillars flanking the Ark,
Jachin ("Fire") and Boaz ("Cloud"), were meant to reflect God's explicit and
implicit powers. Lassaw's columns, upon being unpacked, were at first
dubbed "Jungle-jims", but after the Museum of Modern Art asked
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permission to have our Pillar of Cloud exhibited at the Biennale in Venice25
as one of the three best examples of American sculpture, the scorners and
name-callers grew silent.
I should add that the artists were accorded full freedom in the execution
of their works.
Pen's gifts found varied expression during the building of the Temple. She
worked on the color schemes, and made the final choice of fabrics. She did
the silk screen draperies for the rabbi's study, and worked closely with
Dorothy Liebes, the weaver. The colors were to be those of the hangings in
the Tabernacle—scarlet, purple, blue, gold thread and fine linen. She put
together the colored stripes of varying widths. She made the Mappah, the
coverlet for the Cantor's lectern, and the Mappah for the chapel out of
Indian saris.26 She designed and with the help of women of the
Congregation sewed by hand the Torah mantles—gold for the year round,
and white for the High Holy Days.
In 1954 as we were reaching the end of construction, we had the "war" of
the Hanukkah lamp, a sizable installation which was to be lit by children
and adults during the week of Hanukkah. A few were against such public
display and wanted the lamp set up in the rear of the Temple. Others,
including Pen and myself, wanted to have it stand in the open—a way of
saying, "We are what we are—the lights represent affirmation of our faith."
We won—the Hanukkah lamp is at the Temple's fag ad e.
The dedication of the new Temple, a magnificent series of events, took
place in April 1954. I was so immersed in preparing the many programs
scheduled that if awakened at night I could have recited all sequences of
each of them. While working out the details of these events, I read that when
the Alenu27 was recited at the dedication of the Baltimore Hebrew
Congregation, the people on the dais knelt. I wasn't sure about the
desirability of such an act and so I tracked down in a barber shop Bertram
Bernhardt (1906- ), chairman of the Dedication Committee, to ask his
advice, and in adjoining barber's chairs we decided not to follow the
example of the Baltimore Hebrew Congregation.
The new Temple structure, at this writing soon to reach the age of thirty,
has been standing up well, due in large measure, I believe, to the ability and
25

An international exhibition run every two years.
We met Mr. Mehta, the Indian ambassador to the U.S., and Professor Sundaram, the
cultural attache 1 , when they came to the Vedanta Society here in Providence. Upon visiting our
Temple they invited Pen to fly to Washington to view Indian textiles on display at the Embassy.
She was able to order Indian saris which were especially dyed and woven for our Temple and
flown to us via diplomatic pouch.
"Prayer concluding every service.
26
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In the middle 1940s I began to feel the need for chairs of Jewish Studies at
American universities. Just then my brother, Michael, a Chicagoan at the
time, was discharged from.the Navy and wanted to do something for the
Jewish community. I encouraged him to try to set up such a chair at the
University of Chicago. Some years later he interested Maxwell Abbell
(1902-1957), a great philanthropist in Chicago, who was to preside at a fundraising luncheon. Unfortunately, Abbell died a few days before the
luncheon, and the proposal never got any further.
On his own, Henry M. Wriston (1889-1978), president of Brown
University, approached Jewish alumni to have them endow a chair for
Jewish Studies at Brown but with no success. In a private discussion with me
he disclosed the attitude toward Jewish studies which then prevailed in
American universities. He said: "If you succeed in getting money for a chair
of Jewish Studies at Brown, the grant should contain a clause stating, that
when such studies are no longer needed, the University have the right to
divert the money to other purposes."
Wriston's suggestion indicated the low esteem accorded to Jewish studies
in those years.
The low esteem was also reflected in Brown's negligible collection of
Judaica. The Judaic books which now and then Rabbi Israel M. Goldman
(1904-1979) and I presented to Brown used to be acknowledged in a
perfunctory way.
From time to time I approached people in Providence to give money to
Brown to endow a chair of Jewish Studies, but succeeded only in raising
money for one-year stands. We thus had Gershom Scholem (1897-1982),
Leon Roth28 (1896-1963), Zvi Werblowsky29 (1924- ), Raphael Loewe
(1919- ), and Yigael Yadin (1917- ) come to Brown as visiting professors
for a year.
An experience with Gershom Scholem, who was at Brown in 1956, is
memorable because it serves to put in place the notion that important
subjects may be mastered by a hop, a skip, and a jump. During his stay,
Gershom Scholem used to come once a week with his Mantua edition (155860) of the Zohar,30 the Book of Splendor, to my home, where in the course
28

Rabbi Eli A. Bohnen raised most of the money for Professor Roth's visit.
In response to a sermon during the High Holidays, the children of Leo and Bessie
Grossman contributed the money in honor of their parents' fiftieth wedding anniversary.
30
The Zohar, written in Aramaic in the form of a commentary on the Five Books of Moses, is
the fundamental work of the mystic teachings of Judaism.
29
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of a semester we read the entire introduction to the work. I set down his
ample and illuminating comments in the margins of my copy of the Zohar.
Nevertheless, I know almost nothing about Kabbalah, the mystical lore of
our people, because a semester's stint is not enough to master any discipline,
let alone one as intricate as Kabbalah.
Another experience with Gershom Scholem highlights Israel's confidence
in their capacity to cope. News of the Suez War reached us during a dinner
at the Brown Faculty Club, where Gershom Scholem was the guest of
honor. All that I could think of was Scholem's great library on Abarbanel
Street in Jerusalem going up in flames. But he sat there quite calm,
confident that back home the Israeli army knew how to face the adversary.
Fanya Scholem, Gershom's wife, arrived in Providence with a beautiful
folio of the Tractate Ketubot31 (Vienna, 1882) which she and two Hebrew
University wives had been studying in Jerusalem under the direction of
Yaakov Sussmann, then in his early twenties. Now Ketubot has many explicit
passages. Still, Yaakov, young and unmarried, explained those passages to
the three matrons in such a clinical manner, that during the sessions there
was no note of ribaldry. He was able to do so, I believe, because of his innate
elegance, and also because his concern, Torah, purifies all manifestations of
life. In their respect for him the three matrons, with a twinkle in their eyes,
took to calling him
132~1 , 1 3 1 1 0
, "our master, our teacher," a
designation which was to prove prophetic. In subsequent years he was to
become Professor of Talmud at the Hebrew University, chairman of its
Institute of Jewish Studies, and one of the most distinguished Jewish
scholars in the world. Pen and I cherish our friendship with him and his
lovely Ayala.
My increasing concern with Jewish studies led me to support the
struggling Providence Hebrew Day School under the auspices of Torah
Umesorah. All of Providence's Jewish "leadership," and, it goes without
saying, the leadership of my own congregation, were opposed to such a
school. Nevertheless, in November 1948 I gave a sermon in which I backed
the idea; and, I should add, Pen and I sent our children to the Day School.
At that time the very idea that a Reform Rabbi send his children to a
Hebrew Day School—a parochial school as it was disdainfully designated—
was not just preposterous, it was scandalous. This decision as well as other
actions of mine persuaded some people that I was "Orthodox." So much so
that in 1954, a few years later, when the Beth-El on Broad Street was sold to
Shaare Zedek, an Orthodox congregation, there circulated the quip,
3,

Laws concerning a wife's marriage settlement. But the scope of the tractate is so great that it
is often referred to as "The miniature Talmud."
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"Braude was determined to turn Beth-El into an orthodox shul, and by golly
he had his way."
I was scared. So before deciding to send our children to the Day School, I
turned to my guru, Professor Wolfson (1897-1974), whose instant response
was, "Send them, send them. They'll learn to eat trafe on their own. But
Hebrew never."
What in 1948 appeared to be preposterous has now become accepted. In
cities where there is a day school, the local Reform rabbis generally send
their children to it.
In those years Pen and I also decided to have a kosher home, and I,
intermittently, resumed putting on tefillin for Shaharit,32 The wish to enable
visiting Jews who observe Kashrut33 to eat at our table motivated in part our
decision. Like tefillin, Kashrut once a no-no in Reform circles, is now
observed in the homes of many Reform rabbis throughout the land.
About that time I went to see Harry A. Wolfson of Harvard University to
discuss with him the idea of chairs of Jewish Studies at American
universities. He spent little time on that, merely saying that in the 1920s, in
an article in the Menorah Journal, he had already projected the idea. But
then he proceeded to another matter: A great university was about to
launch a series of translations of classic Jewish texts. Would I be
interested? I suggested the Midrash on Psalms,34 the principal source of
Rashi's commentary on the Psalms. Shortly thereafter, under Wolfson's
guidance, I began working on the text. At first I felt that most of it made no
sense, and my earlier "translations"—Heaven help me—reflected this
conviction. But Wolfson, who used to give me Sunday afternoons, was a
great teacher—persistent arc^kind. Until one day he made me see that unless
the text was corrupt Midrash always made sense, and that it could be
Englished gracefully. The two discoveries spun me around, had me give
myself passionately to setting out the Midrash on Psalms in lucid English.
The work became such an obsession that my wife began calling it her
husband's mistress.
For a long time my ignorance of Midrash remained abysmal, as may be
illustrated by a preposterous suggestion I came with to Professor Wolfson
concerning the meaning of"» 1 1 0 ' I ' a T»OD K n ' - ' ! ^ C7D07DQ N i m
NDK (Midrash Tehillim9:5, ed. Buber, p. 82). The meaning I offered: "He
32
33

Moming prayers.
The dietary laws.

34
Midrash is a commentary which endeavors to bring forth the polyphony of Scripture's
meaning. This particular compilation was begun in the third century, C.E., with accretions
added as late as the ninth century, C.E.
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entangles men like the heretic among the Syrians." Now who was the heretic
who operated among the Syrians? Saul of Tarsus, the Rabbinical student
who was to become St. Paul.
So I found "proof' startling "proof', that in the Midrash on Psalms there
was an allusion to St. Paul.
Quite pleased with myself, I set forth this suggestion to Professor
Wolfson. He turned livid with rage, saying among other things that those on
the Yale Judaica Series Committee who felt that rabbis should not be
invited to do the work may well have been right. Whereupon, I began to
backtrack very carefully, saying that I did not quite mean what I had just
said. The backtracking precipitated another explosion: "I spent a lifetime
figuring out just what people mean when they say something in writing, and
you tell me you did not mean what I just heard with my own ears?"
Then he proceeded to show me: The word T E D is to be vocalized not
T ? ? , "like a heretic", b u t T £ 3 , "lurk"; and X r W T I O does not mean
"Syrians," but "bushes," which is Aramaic for the Hebrew D ' m 0 (Eccles,
4:14) read by the commentator not "prison," as the word is usually understood. So, he concluded, the miscreant was not St. Paul as I wrongly
surmised, but the inclination-to-evil ever lurking to lead men astray (see
Midrash on Psalms [New Haven, 1959], /, p. 135).
What I then failed to understand is that a Midrashic comment never
moves about like an unguided or misguided missile. It intends to offer a
fresh understanding of a difficult verse in Scripture—which the Midrash on
Psalms' comment on Ecclesiastes 4:14 indeed does.
Professor Harry A. Wolfson was not the only scholar who helped. Rabbi
Menahem Mendal Kasher (1895- ) introduced me to Professor Saul
Lieberman (1898-1983) of the Jewish Theological Seminary, who gave me
many, many hours—once eight hours—with a brief break for coffee, at a
stretch—during which he shared with me his enormous learning in
Rabbinica.
On one occasion while preparing a critical edition of Piska, chapter 2635
in the Pesikta Rabbati, 3 6 1 telephoned Professor Saul Lieberman, who was
summering in Vineyard Haven, Martha's Vineyard, and made an
appointment to see him on the Island. I arrived at Woods Hole in ample
time to board the Island ferry, but sat down in the ticket shed to read, and
35
At the recommendation of Professor Salo W. Baron (1895- ) of Columbia University, the
essay was published in the Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research (Vol. 30,
1962).
36
The larger collection of discourses on the lessons in Scripture read during special Sabbaths,
feasts and fasts of the Jewish year. The work was compiled in the seventh century, C.E.
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became so absorbed that I did not hear the whistle announcing the ferry's
departure. However, determined not to miss my appointment with
Professor Lieberman, I chartered a small boat paying an arm and a leg for
the crossing, because the day was stormy and the pilot reluctant to take his
boat out. I arrived in time for the appointment and did not tell Professor
Lieberman of the near mishap.
In 1957-58, as a gift for 25 years of service to the Congregation, the
Congregation granted me a year's leave, which our family spent in Israel.
During that year Professor Ephraim E. Urbach (1912- ) of the Hebrew
University taught me how to read a Hebrew manuscript as he led me
through Parma MS 1240 of the Pesikta Rabbati. At the time Professor
Urbach lived in a basement flat, so that even on sunny days the light was not
ample. But one dark afternoon when there was yery little light, his daughter
Esther, five or six years old, walked into our room, looked around, and in a
tiny voice, said 1 • ' ISO "]Cn ,"Egyptian darkness," her way of telling us that
there was not enough light in the room. Am I flattering myself in supposing
that for the two of us the room was illumined by the light of Torah?
Professor Mordecai Margulies (1909-68) of the Jewish Theological
Seminary helped immensely during calls at his office and by means of
seventy-five to a hundred letters during the time I was working on the
translation of Pesikta Rabbati and Pesikta de-Rab Kahana,31. Professor
Jakob J. Petuchowski (1925-) of the Hebrew Union College was
indefatigable in responding to my questions about Tanna debe Eliyyahu.zi
Professor Israel J. Kapstein (1904- ) of Brown University read the
manuscripts, and his sensitive understanding and felicity of style are
imprinted on every page of all the books published. Esther Kaplan (1924), my secretary, was meticulous and indefatigable in copying and
recopying the manuscripts.
Finally, in the preparation of the aforementioned works, there was the
unassuming presence of Leon Nemoy (1901- ), editor of the Yale Judaica
Series. His friendship, wisdom, learning, and great editorial skill provided
guidance, support, and inspiration.
Leon Nemoy succeeded Julian J. Obermann (1888-1956), the Yale
Judaica Series' first editor. Obermann's knowledge of Rabbinics was
limited, but his esteem of his own competence was unlimited. When he set
out to "revise" my manuscript without consulting me, I withdrew it from the
Yale Press.
37
R. Kahana's shorter compilation (sixth century, C.E.) of a work similar to the Pesikta
Rabbati.
38
"The Lore of the School of Elijah," a work of the fifth or sixth century, C.E.
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But before I decided to do so, I went through great anguish. For all I
knew years and years of work were, so it seemed, about to go down the
drain. My friend, Professor Morton Smith (1915- ), who then taught at
Brown, after comparing my manuscript and Obermann's revisions
concluded that Obermann was wrong. So, unbeknownst to me, he took a
night train to New York, where he showed Saul Lieberman my text and
Obermann's revisions. Professor Lieberman confirmed Smith's opinion.
Smith then took another night train back to Providence, and phoned me in
Estes Park, Colorado, where I was attending a meeting of the Central
Conference of American Rabbis, to pass on the good news that Professor
Lieberman felt I was right.
So I decided to withdraw the manuscript. Then, as an act of despair, I
called on Louis Rabinowitz (1887-1957), the backer of the Yale Judaica
Series, to tell him my tale of woe. He received me in his office in lower
Manhattan, where the machines manufacturing zippers were in full blast—
music to his ears. But I had to make myself heard over the noise of the
machinery, and after talking thus for an hour or so I left with a raw throat
and a feeling that I got nowhere. Louis Rabinowitz appeared to be noncommittal. In fact, he was not. He turned to Professor Wolfson, citing what
Obermann had to say and what I had to say. Wolfson's response: "If there is
a question whose word is to be taken, Braude's or Obermann's, you may,
without hesitation, take Braude's word." In the meantime Professor Erwin
R. Goodenough (1893-1965), spurred by Morton Smith, intervened with the
relevant authorities at Yale, who without informing Julian Obermann,
asked me to return the manuscript, and invited Leon Nemoy to ready it for
the Press.
Before this happened, my brother Michael and sister-in-law Lillian came
forward and offered to finance publication of the work at the University.
My sister Dorothy and my brother-in-law Jim Fuerst (1917- ), and friends
Rabbis Jacob K. Shankman and Abraham Klausner (1915- ) also
undertook to provide help.
Had I not done something impetuous earlier, a portion of the money for
publishing the work would have been on hand. A few years back my fatherin-law Joseph Finkelstein gave $3,000 to the Congregation with the
understanding that it be used to defray the cost of publishing any of my
works. Since I assumed that Yale was going to publish the Midrash on
Psalms, I asked the treasurer of the Congregation to give the three thousand
dollars to three libraries: Hebrew Union College, Hebrew University, and
Yeshiva University.
As publication of the work kept being delayed, my friend David C.
Adelman (1892-1967), with whom I worked closely in the early days of the
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Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association, asked what was happening to
the manuscript. When I told him the story, he muttered, "There is no justice
in the world." But in the event, "justice" was done.
The Midrash on Psalms in two volumes was finally published by the Yale
University Press. It did not set the world on fire as I dreamt. Not even
members of my own family were overwhelmed except for one, my oldest son
Joel Isaac (1940- ),39 who at the time was studying at the Hebrew
University. The set I airmailed to him he went through and responded with
pages of notes, some of which were incorporated in subsequent printings.
The Midrash on Psalms, a work of 1200 pages, required infinite
preparation and concentration. So unless there was an emergency, I shut
myself off mornings in my study and was "unavailable" for chitchat on the
phone. But when there was genuine need, I left my desk and immediately
went to help. I could not, however, have exercised such judgment but for
Pen's providing what amounted to "guard duty." The grumbling in the
Congregation rose. More and more people felt that they did not hire a rabbi
to write books. My job was on the line. Nevertheless, if I had been
confronted with an ultimatum, "Give up your 'obsession' or resign," I
would—even though I had no financial resources, and three children to
support—I would have resigned. This too I would not have dared to do but
for Pen's support.
Fortunately for me there were enough people who felt that to serve his
congregation properly a rabbi should continue to study Torah. His
utterances would thereby be enriched and given greater authenticity, power,
and suasiveness. These people saw to it that my tenth anniversary with the
Congregation was celebrated with my friend Jacob Shankman as speaker;
my twenty-fifth, where Rabbi Shankman spoke again, was celebrated with
much eclat including silver-edged invitations. At that time, as already
mentioned, I was granted a year's leave and given life tenure. Our twentyfifth wedding anniversary was celebrated by the Congregation's purchase of
a Torah scroll in our honor. In 1967, the 75th anniversary of the library, it
was renamed the William G. Braude Library of Temple Beth-El. This was
done upon the initiative of Dr. Samuel Pritsker, who was then president.
The speaker for the occasion was Professor Salo Baron. Through the years,
as stated before, the majority of the people of Beth-El have supported me in
ever so many ways.
Instinctively, they felt that no rabbi including myself had only one facet
39
Joel is a graduate of the Providence Hebrew Day School, Hope High School, received his
B.A. from Brown University, studied at the Hebrew University, and received his M.A. from
Rhode Island College. On 1 November 1970 he married Ruth Zemach of Jerusalem (1944- ),
with whom he has two sons, Yosef Zvi (1974- ), and Yonatan Ezra (1977- ).
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in his work. The nature of the rabbinate is such that a rabbi must engage in a
multitude of concerns as I endeavored to do. If he is worthy of his salt, he
comes to excel in one area, whether it be social action, Zionism and Israel,
matters ecumenical, pastoral or administrative, or scholarship. In my
reaching out for the world of Jewish learning, the majority of the people of
the Congregation not only saw nothing wrong in it—they believed it to be
admirable.
Nevertheless, in earlier years, the criticism of some in the Congregation,
particularly certain officers, as well as my growing reverence for the
tradition made me begin to think that I should not continue as a Reform
rabbi—perhaps change to a Conservative or even an Orthodox pulpit.
I remember going to consult Rabbi Samuel Schulman (1864-1955), the
retired rabbi of Temple Emanu-El, New York. He, too, he said, shared my
reverence for tradition. From time to time he wanted to stand up on a
Sunday morning in Carnegie Hall with tallis40 and tefillin on his head, and
say, "If Maimonides was able to accept"»il'DD m i n ,41 so should I."
Nevertheless, Rabbi Schulman advised me to remain in the Reform
rabbinate. So did Samuel Belkin, who told me that I could never adjust
myself to living as an Orthodox rabbi. As for Conservatism, there was little
among the lay people to differentiate it from Reform.
I am glad I listened to their advice. I should add that the Centenary
Statement of Reform Judaism, published in the middle 1970s by the
Central Conference of American Rabbis, made me feel no longer an
"outsider," but one in the mainstream of the movement.
During the 1950s and early 1960s "Social Action" was of passionate
concern to me, as it was to Ernest Nathan (1905- ), then president, to
Irving Jay Fain, to Stanley Grossman (1919- ), and to many others. And
so in tandem with Rabbi Saul Leeman (1916- ) I joined Martin Luther
King's march to Montgomery, Alabama. But it was in Montgomery that I
began to have a more sober view of the entire problem. It happened while
visiting a Sephardi synagogue during the repast following a Thursday
morning bar mitzvah. The woman seated next to me, who, of course, knew
that I was one of the marchers, all but turned her back upon me. Finally she
faced me, glowering, "When are you going home?" I told her I would go the
next day. And she went on: "Why did you come here? Helicopters and the
U.S. Army have been protecting you along the route. Then you will go back
North, denouce us, and make like a big hero while we remain here and take
upon ourselves the mischief you wrought. These people, the whites of
«Prayer shawl.
41
The revelation of Torah at Sinai.
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Montgomery, have been good to us, and you make our life here so very
difficult."
Then and there, I realized that I was indulging in heroics with impunity,
blissfully unaware and unconcerned that others, specifically my brothers in
the South, would have to pay the bill.
Still I do not regret my participation in the march and remain a liberal in
the classic sense, espousing equality and very limited interference by
government.
During my march to Montgomery I noted that many blacks, and whites
too, wore yarmulkes (skull caps) which they called freedom caps. So many
Jews with yarmulkes on their heads participated in the march that the
yarmulke became a symbol of freedom.
The impact of the yarmulke as a "freedom cap" and my growing respect
for Jewish tradition led me to give in 1965 the Rosh Hashanah sermon,
"What I learned in Alabama about yarmulkes," at the end of which I put on a
yarmulke as I pronounced the 1 3 " nil®. 42 1 was told afterwards that during
the sermon some people wept. A few dared to applaud, and quite a number
took yarmulkes out of their pockets and put them on their heads.Since no
one in the Congregation knew that I was about to cover my head—until that
morning I always appeared in the pulpit with my head uncovered—the
emergence of yarmulkes on men's heads was a complete surprise to me.
Apparently some men setting out for Beth-El, because of their childhood
memories, put yarmulkes in their pockets.
In my various affirmations of respect, indeed reverence, for tradition I, in
fact, came to realize that I voiced the convictions of many people in the
Congregation. An example: In the 1930s at a Congregational dinner
celebrating an anniversary, shellfish was served. But in 1979 a committee
preparing for the Congregation's 125th anniversary took it for granted that
if a dinner be part of the festivities, that dinner had to be kosher.
VENTURES

Five such I find memorable: (1) An incursion into city politics. (2) an
attempt to give greater significance to Hanukkah, Tu Bishvat, Purim, and
Lag Bo-omer. (3) Chumash, the Five Books of Moses, and Rashi as a
surrogate for the "Happy Hour" between noon and one PM on a Bar
Mitzvah Sabbath. (4) A group meeting weekly to study Mishnah. (5) The
unprecedented experience of going over the typescript of one of my works in
the company of rabbis and students.
i2

She-heheyyanu,

the blessing recited the first time a meaningful act is performed.
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F I R S T , M Y I N C U R S I O N I N T O P O L I T I C S . Upon my return from a trip during
the summer of 1943, Pen, my wife, reported that Lillian Potter (1913- )* had
telephoned, and told the following: Gordon Mulvey, who worked for City
Hall as a plumber, circulated petitions and secured the required number of
signatures to be a candidate in the forthcoming election for the School
Committee. Since no other candidate had himself qualified, he was a shooin, and the cause of good government in Providence would suffer
irreparably,unless a strong counter-candidate be nominated. The League
felt that my reputation as an intellectual might tip the balance in the ballots,
particularly since Brown University was in our school district. With such
flattery from a bevy of women, reinforced as it happened by my wife's
quondam liberalism, how could I resist? I consented to run, little realizing
what I was letting myself in for, little realizing that the League's, my wife's,
and my own good opinion of myself notwithstanding, I did not stand a
chance. For, despite the supposedly non-partisan character of the elections
for the School Committee guaranteed by Rhode Island's Strayer Act, they
were in fact strongly partisan—Gordon Mulvey represented the Democrats,
who at that time were in absolute control of the city, and his opponent, even
if it be God almighty, was automatically Republican, so that nuns and priests
would in good conscience vote against Him.

Besides, in those days, a clergyman's incursion into politics was a no-no,
disapproved of by quite a number of people in my congregation. Hence,
when I tried to explain during a Rosh Hashanah sermon what a "Valiant
Knight" I was, one of those who disapproved, a "pillar", got up and
solemnly walked out of the Temple. He was quoted later as saying that he
did not wish to have the pulpit polluted by politics. His demonstrative
departure made Pen, the campaign's assistant manager, and me even more
determined to proceed. We tried hard. We had ads inserted in the
Providence Chronicle, the Negroes' weekly. Here is the text of one such ad:
(Turn page)

*Now Lillian Potter Goldstein. She intervened for the League of Women Voters.

YOUR CANDIDATE FOR THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
District G

WILLIAM G. BRAUDE
A few days before the recent School Committee caucus my wife asked a
Negro friend of many years' standing to vote for me. He promised he would.
The day after the caucus he happened to pass our house. My wife hailed
and asked: "Did you vote for my husband, Tom?" He was then halfway
down the street. Slowly he wheeled around and came back to her. "I have a
confession to make. I did not vote yesterday because I am not a citizen of the
United States." "But, Tom," my wife was surprised, "how long have you
been here?" "Practically all my life," Tom answered. "I was brought here as
an infant from a French island possession. When I grew up I applied for my
first papers. That day I learned that to become a citizen I had to swear off all
allegiance to the Republic of France. I came home and wept most of the
night. In the morning I made my resolution: I would never swear off the
French Republic. There they treat the colored man like a human being.
There the colored man has equal opportunity to share in the life of the
community."
I happened to come along as Tom was finishing his story. This
straightforward confession by an honest and sensitive man moved me
deeply.
If the people elect me as a member of the School Committee Ishall dedicate
my best energies to the end that the coloredpeople of our community be given
the right to teach, to work and to share as equals in the schools of
Providence. *
For the Man Who Will Represent YOU Vote For

WILLIAM

G.

BRAUDE

Vote on Tuesday, November 2nd at Your Nearest Polling Place
Pull the First Lever
For Transportation Call De. 9533

•(Statement requested by the Providence
Braude.)

Chronicle.
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We distributed fliers in Italian:

T£N£T£

LA

JOLJTJCA

IDJNTAJNA

DALLA

SCUOLAL

GIOVEDI PR OSS I MO ELEGGERETE IL VOSTRO DELEGATO ALLE SCUOLE

VOTATE

PER

W J L U A M

DI.

BJLAL)D£

che ricevette la sua educazione nalla scuole pubbllcha
che comincio a studiare in .una scuola di una sola stanza
che ottenne un diploma superior® da Brown University
che durante tuttalavita s'interesso dell'educazionr

TENETE

LA

POtlTICA

LONTANA

DALLA

SCUOLA I I

V o t a t e Per
DR. WILLIAM BRAUDE

che e un maestro non un uomo politico
che e interessato q dare ai vostri figli la migliore educazione
che cerca di aervirvi

TENETE

LA

perche la sua vita e dedicata al servizio del popolo

POLITICA

LONTANA

DALLA

SCUOLAII

Par il bane dei vostri figli rotate per

MARTEDI

DR. WILLIAM BRAUDE
2 NOVEMBRE

NELLA SCUOLA ELEMENTARE DI BRANCH AVE.
V o t a t e per tempo
V o t a t e per Braude
Tirate

l a prima manovella
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On the QT Jewish friends such as Howard Presel (1906- ), a Democrat
who worked for City Hall, gave us counsel. We turned our home into
campaign headquarters. Our three-year-old son, Joel Isaac, walked around,
saying: "Back Braude for Better Schools." Unsolicited, wealthy WASPS,
Republicans, of course, provided money. For liberal clergymen in
Providence, headed by Arthur E. Wilson and Robert H. Schacht, 43 my
campaign was a kind of jihad. Friends rallied and served in all manner of
ways. Maurice Moskol (1895-1971) and Paul Rouslin (1908- ) were in
charge of branch offices and transportation.
In the end, it goes without saying, we lost, we were swamped, although
professionals comforted us by saying that under the circumstances we did
well, very well.
Did the cause of good government suffer irreparably? Not at all. The
"plumber," the unspeakable plumber, was to become an invaluable member
of the school committee, in time to serve with distinction as its chairman. So
much for the prescience of the League of Women Voters.
In retrospect, do I regret the effort which took so much out of Pen and
me? Not at all. As a result of the campaign I came to realize the complexity
of Providence, made up as it was of so many ethnic "islands" which lived
unto themselves. Although at the time I had already been in Providence
eleven years, there were many Jews in my district who had never heard the
name "Braude", and neither knew nor cared about my very existence—
chilling but wholesome medication.
I learned, too, to entertain a healthy respect for a "politician." His severest
critics would have to admit that getting elected was no "cinch." A political
campaign, even in a School Committee election, is a grueling ordeal.
Suppose I had been elected. I would then have given myself to the
problems of the School Committee, whose crucial decisions I could not
possibly have affected. I would have had to cut sharply into the time given to
congregational duties. Besides, I would not have been able to devote myself
to Rabbinic studies which I was to begin under Professor Wolfson in 1945.
During the campaign I used a card which is reproduced below. The card's
obverse side asks voters to pull the first lever for me. Its reverse side has
scrawled on it titles of books, books which in the years that followed the
campaign were to engage me, indeed possess me. Thus the card's obverse
side states plainly in print what I fought for— a place on the School
43

Wilson, Schacht, and I arrived in Providence in 1932. On 28 November 1965 we celebrated
the thirty-third anniversary of our arrival at a special service in the First Unitarian Church—the
theme "A hundred years of friendship," a theme 1 endeavored to voice in my talk entitled,
"Spire, Dome and Wall."
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Committee. The scrawl on the reverse side refers to the occupation and
pursuits which, I believe, God intended for me. So, in defeating me, the
voters acted, if I dare say so, as unconscious instruments of God's will: by
voting against me they directed me to the world of J.ewish lore.

Elect

WILLIAM G. BHAUDE
SCHOOL COMMITTEEMAN
District

G

PULL THE FIRST

LEVER

N O V E M B E R 2, 1943

Li
V
-J

V
Q

V
"N

O)

£

N.

T H E SECOND VENTURE: An attempt to give greater significance to
Hanukkah, Tu Bishvat, Purim, and Lag Bo-omer. Upon the death of
Elizabeth Stoneman Fain (May, 1942), I persuaded her children to set up
what I called a Festival Forum to be held on each of the aforementioned
days. Each of the days was to be celebrated with lay participation,
appropriate music, dances by visiting performers, and generally a speaker in
keeping with the particular festival. Among the visitors, we had for Tu
Bishvat, 9 February 1944, Joshua Loth Liebman on "What Place Palestine
has in Jewish Thought." For Purim, 1 March 1944, we had John Howland
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Lathrop (1890-1967) on "How Shall Jews and Christians Face the Future
Together." On Lag Bo-omer, 21 May that year, we had Sidor Belarsky
(1900-1975) present a concert of religious and folk songs as well as
Palestinian melodies, and Professor Abraham W. Binder (1895-1966) give
an illustrated lecture on "Jewish Music." To name other guests: Rabbi
Solomon B. Freehof (1892- ), Abba Hillel Silver (1893-1963), Felix A.
Levy (1884-1963), Professor Salo Baron (1895- ), and Maurice Samuel
(1895-1972). The programs for each event were worked out with great care
and beautifully printed. The Festival lasted for a decade.
A climactic event in the spirit of the Festival Forum took place on Purim
1955 in |he new Temple. Therese Friendly Wachenheimer (7-1954)44 died
just before we moved to Orchard Avenue. A year later her son Fred in
observance of her Jahrzeit brought Edward R. Murrow (1908-1965), then at
the height of his glory, to speak and Carl Sandberg (1878-1967) to chat and
strum his guitar. The entire place was filled—standing room only. Among
the standees was Barnaby Keeney (1914-80), president of Brown University,
who when offered a seat declined, not wishing to receive preferential
treatment. Murrow, as people may remember, was an inveterate smoker.45
On the dais he looked yearningly in my direction for permission to smoke,
which I gave. As he lit the cigarette his face lit up, even as the faces of some
people grew dark with disapproval. My instinctive consent was, I found out
later, confirmed by rabbis far more learned that I. A synagogue is not a
shrine, they said, and smoking within its walls is permitted, particularly on a
day such as Purim, and, of course, on any weekday. Within synagogues in
Jerusalem I subsequently saw men smoking freely.
Though Murrow's smoke wafted away, people still speak of that evening
in the early days of the Temple on Orchard Avenue as a memorable one.
T H E THIRD VENTURE: Chumash and Rashi as a surrogate, between noon
and one PM, for the "Happy Hour" on a Bar Mitzvah Sabbath. Here is how
it came into being:

In 1954 we moved into the new Temple on Orchard Avenue. Membership
went over a thousand, and Sabbath after Sabbath there was a bar mitzvah at
11:00 AM, followed by a "Happy Hour", before the bar mitzvah dinner.
That hour we hoped we could utilize for study. It so happened that our
oldest son Joel Isaac had just become bar mitzvah, and was anxious to
continue his Hebraic studies. Jerome Gurland, the newly appointed
Assistant Rabbi, suggested that we use Saturday's "Happy Hour" for such
purposes and that he would join us. We decided to study Chumash and
44
45

She was the mother of Fred Friendly (1915He died of lung cancer.

), then President of C B S News.
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Rashi, and invited others to do so. Among the steadfasts in the group were
Beryl Segal (1900-1980), Paul Chernov (1901- ), Professors Albert and
Helen Salzberg (1935- ), Professor Marvin (1912- ) and Pearl Pitterman
(1914- ), Dr. George Meissner (1915- ), Albert M. Schaler (1924- ),
Samuel J. Cohen (1907- ) and Stanley Freedman (1941- ). So we escaped
the "Happy Hour." People became aware that- between 12 noon and 1 PM
the Rabbi led a group in study. During the years we went through Chumash
and Rashi from Genesis through Deuteronomy. Then we read
Nachmanides' Commentary from Genesis through Leviticus. After that we
proceeded to the Maimonides Reader.46 We began reading the Tanna debe
Eliyyahu,47 but had to stop in 1982 because I became involved, as I shall tell
later, in translating Bialik and Rawnitzky's Sefer ha-Aggadah, "Book of
Jewish Lore."
T H E FOURTH VENTURE:

A

group meeting weekly to study Mishnah.

When Leslie Gutterman arrived at Temple Beth-El in 1970 he wanted to
study certain rabbinic texts which the Hebrew Union College required for
an advanced degree. The texts included selections in Moed, "Seasons," the
second division of Mishnah.4S
I was very happy to join Rabbi Gutterman
Knute Ansgar Nelson (by then retired Roman
and Brother Caedmon Holmes. Elsewhere49
during the hours we pored over the texts of
delight when an apparently obscure passage
without clouds.

in such study, and co-opted
Catholic Bishop of Sweden)
I describe our excitement
Mishnah, and our joy and
became clear as a morning

Completing the six divisions of Mishnah became a passionate concern. So
wherever I went, I persisted in seeking out p'eople with whom I might read
Mishnah. Thus in 1979, when I served as chaplain on the S.S. Rotterdam
during a Thanksgiving cruise, I enlisted a retired colonel of the U.S.
Engineer Corps (Catholic), and a retired librarian (Presbyterian), with
whom I studied the tractate Yebamot, "Levirate Marriages"; and in East
Hampton I enlisted Professor David Sidorsky of Columbia, who during the
study of the Tractate Peah, "Corners of fields", which deals with the
dispensing of charity, drew upon his vast knowledge of social structures.

"Philadelphia, 1972.
"'Philadelphia, 1981.
"«Literally "teaching" or "repetition", the collection of legal traditions (explaining or
supplementing the laws of the Pentateuch) in the form compiled by R. Judah the Patriarch at
the end of the second century C.E.
MRIJH
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THE FIFTH VENTURE: The unprecedented experience of going over the
entire typescript of a current work in the company of rabbis and students.

When I prepared the translation of the Midrash on Psalms, I went over
the typescript by myself. After the Midrash on Psalms I set to work on the
Pesikta Rabbati without assurance that it would ever appear in print. The
Yale Judaica expressed no interest, and prospects for publication elsewhere
were dim. Fortunately, in those years Rabbi Jerome S. Gurland was my
associate; he and I spent two pleasant years in intense study of the original,
the translation of which the Yale Judaica published in 1968. Piska 9 of the
Pesikta de-Rab Kahana, which the Jewish Publication Society published in
1975, had the benefit of intense examination in the company of students at
the Hebrew University, where I taught in 1971-1972, and of students of Leo
Baeck College, in London, where I taught in 1973. But the entire text of
Tanna debe Eliyyahu (JPS, 1981) I was able to read with a study group
composed of the Most Reverend Dom K. Ansgar Nelson and Dom
Caedmon Holmes, and Rabbis Eli A. Bohnen (1909- ), Leslie Y.
Gutterman, Alvin Kaunfer (1946- ), Saul Leeman; Lawrence Silverman
(1943- ), and Nancy Wellins (1954- ). From week to week this group
made valuable suggestions in regard to the interpretation of a number of
passages, and helped in collating Friedmann's edition of Tanna debe
Eliyyahu with Codex Vatican 31 and Parma MS 2785. During our stay in
Key Biscayne, Florida, the late Rabbi Israel M. Goldman also helped in
collating manuscript and print. Finally, as already mentioned the text was
read and re-read in collaboration with Israel J. Kapstein. I should add that
in 1976, in an undergraduate seminar at Yale, where I taught the first three
chapters of Tanna debe Eliyyahu, I gained new insights into the meaning of
the text.
In retrospect: During my fifty years in the Reform rabbinate, I confronted
our entire tradition in a spirit of reverence with no condescension toward,
or, God forbid, disdain for even the parts I did not understand or respond
to.
I held aloof from regarding institutions, organizations, or temples,
including my own, as ends unto themselves, or as entities which are the sum
or be-all of Jewish life. Every group in Jewry is only a part of our people's
aspirations. Hence, sectarianism is to be discouraged, and at all times it
should be our endeavor to preserve Israel's unity.
In further retrospect: In the summer of 1932 when Lillian Seidler, a
friend in Rockford, Illinois, where I then served as rabbi, having learned that
I might go to Providence, wrote about it to her friend, Rabbi Sidney
Tedesche (1890-1962) in Brooklyn, New York. Without any delay, Rabbi
Tedesche, who had been rabbi of Temple Beth-El in Providence from 1915
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to 1917, telephoned Lillian Seidler: "I hear Braude is a nice fellow. Tell him
to think twice before going to Providence." Perhaps he was not altogether
wrong. My forty-two years as active rabbi of Temple Beth-El have not
always been easy, often quite stormy, filled as they were with controversy,
and crises, during the worst of which, as I have already stated, I never
doubted the decency, the judgment, the good will of the people in the
Congregation.
But was Sidney Tedesche right? He was not. A rabbi and a congregation
who stay together are, to quote Marie Presel (1910- ), like an old married
couple. They have their fallings out, but they always come together. So on
balance, my decision to come to and stay at Beth-El50 was right. In time,
even critics will, I hope, come to feel that my years at Beth-El have served
some purpose, God's purpose, I trust, which none of us can presume to chart
or fathom. We are Congregation of the Sons of Israel and David. Both
Israel and David have had tempestuous careers, and thank God, both Israel
and David's symbols are alive, even as with God's help, this congregation
will stay alive long after all of us are gone, and will continue to meet in a
Beth-El which it will strive to make truly a House of God, so that beneath its
halls for worship, study, and assembly there will be God's everlasting arms.
POSTSCRIPTS RECOUNTING A

RABBI

ENDEAVORS T O EARN

EMERITUS'S

MERIT

Since retiring in 1974, I do not attend public meetings or meetings of
committees. But from time to time I visit sick people in hospitals,
occasionally officiate at funerals, bar mitzvahs, or weddings, and am present
at immersion of converts in the Mikveh.51 When needed, I substitute for my
successor, Leslie Gutterman, in the pulpit. I have also lectured on Midrash
at the Kallah of the Chicago Board of Rabbis, Oak Park Temple, Oak Park,
Illinois; Jewish Community Center, White Plains, New York; Temple
Sholom, Anshe Emet, and Sinai Congregation, Chicago; and the New
England region of. the Central Conference of American Rabbis, Monticello,
New York. One topic I like to present is "Midrash Seen as Nuclear Power."
During the years, I had wonderful relations with the staff beginning with
Wilfred Smith, the first custodian I knew, who used to speak of the Lulab52
as a cat o'nine tails, and Henry Marshall (1914- ), who besides mechanical
skill that was unbelievable had considerable talent as a lay preacher. He
50

The words beginning "So on balance, my decision to come and stay at Beth-El" concluded
my remarks on 13 June 1974 at a meeting of the Board of Trustees—the last meeting I attended
as active rabbi.
sipool of water for ritual immersion.
" P a l m branch used in the celebration of Succoth, the Festival of Tabernacles.
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loved the structure on Orchard Avenue, and from time to time at an
assembly of the school would address the children, pleading with them to
cause no damage to the installations in the building.
With Samuel Stepak (1919- ), executive director; Seymour Krieger
(1919- ), director of the school; Allen Metz (1950- ), librarian; Elizabeth
Homans (1942- ), my secretary; Anita Mueller, bookkeeper; Ruth Cohen
(1910- ) and Gloria Jarcho (1936- ), secretaries; and Douglas Bate
(1948- ), custodian, my relations have through the years been a source of
joy. It is gratifying that after my retirement all these people have, if anything,
been more solicitous, more forthcoming than ever.
In 1980, upon returning from Jerusalem, I resumed the study of Mishnah,
and in the company of fellow students at Hillel House, Brown University,
and in my home, 93 Arlington Avenue, finished Zeraim, Division of
"Seeds", on 19 January 1981, the last Mishnah being at the end of Terumot,
"Heave offerings."
The siyyum, "conclusion," was marked Sunday evening, 18 January 1981
(14 Shevat, 5741) by a celebration in the home of Rabbi Eli and Eleanor
Bohnen, at which most of the twenty people present had during preceding
years shared with me the study of Mishnah.
In my remarks I used the prayer after the triennial distribution of tithes
(Maaser Sheni 5:11-13) as the siyyum, "concluding Mishnah.'''' Among other
things, I called attention to its sensible interpretation of the phrase, "a land
flowing with milk and honey," a description which hardly matches the
barren and rocky land of Israel. Hence, the Mishnah's interpretation: When
Jews are conscientious in tithing, God will so blend dew and rain that the
fruits grown in the land will have the savor of milk and honey.
For several years my friends, Rabbis Eli A. Bohnen and Saul Leeman,
and I met at the Jewish Community Center for a swim and a sauna. The
sessions were invariably preceded by an hour's study of Ezra-Zion
Melamed's Bible Commentators,53
Before Passover 5740 (1980) Pen and I left for Jerusalem, where I taught
at the Hebrew University during the spring trimester of 1980. My subject:
D">p"ID3 ©TtDn n a n irP'PX V® T W I T n "Novellae in Eliyyahu
Rabb's Exegesis."54 During our stay in Jerusalem, our son Benjamin Meir55
"Jerusalem, 1975.
54
The article appeared in Studies in Aggadah, Targum and Jewish Liturgy in memory of
Joseph Heinemann, Jerusalem, 1981.
55
He attended Providence Hebrew Day School and Classical High. He received his B.A. and
Ph.D. from Harvard University, and serves as assistant professor of History at Boston College.
On 19 June 1977 he married Lois Carol Dubin (1952- ) of Montreal.

